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Draft
Dear Parishioner,
Thank you for your time and contribution in preparing the Ogwell Neighbourhood Plan.
This plan will shape the future of the area we live in and I am proud that our Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group, with a great deal of community support and engagement has progressed our plan to this
important submission stage.
The creation of this Neighbourhood Plan has been led by members of our community and is part of the
Government’s revised approach to planning, which aims to give local people more say about what
happens in their area. Communities like ours have been granted this new power through the Localism Act
of 2011. Ultimately we decide whether or not to adopt this Neighbourhood Plan through a local
referendum.
Fundamentally this plan has a sustainability focus not a development focus, building upon the Parish
Plan, seeking to preserve and enhance transport links, the natural environment and community facilities.
It is driven by the natural qualities of the area.
We make no apology for a ‘Green’ plan. This best reflects this community’s wishes, from the meetings
and consultations undertaken over the past 2 years. The Plan’s focus is to sustain the natural qualities of
the Parish and conserve them for future generations to enjoy, by adopting safeguards to prevent ad hoc
development, and to ensure that the Parish is able to provide new facilities to serve recent development
and proposed future development nearby in Wolborough.
The policies within the Neighbourhood Plan have been drafted following considerable interaction and
consultation with residents over the last 2 years. In addition to holding our Steering Group meetings in
public at Canada Hill Primary School, The Ogwell Memorial Hall and The Jolly Sailor Public House, we also
held a series of Exhibitions and Pop-in Sessions as well as information stands at the Ogwell Summer Fair
and other community events. Views and comments received at those events have been most useful and
form part of the evidence base that supports and shapes the plan.
My special thanks to steering group members for their hard work and reports, providing great help in
producing our policies and thanks also to all other members of our community who have contributed,
whose names are too numerous to mention.
This is our plan, our future.

Michael D. Simmons
Ogwell Parish Council Chair
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1. Introduction
This Plan has been prepared and led by Ogwell residents and representatives of the community, it
covers the whole Parish.
If adopted Teignbridge District Council will be required to take into consideration the policies and
proposals included on any future development proposals within the Parish.
Neighbourhood Planning was first introduced into the planning system through the Localism Act of
2011. Provision is made under schedules 4A and 4B of the Town and Country Planning Act of 1990.
The Plan’s Vision, Policies and Proposals cover the period up to 2033, the same period of the
Teignbridge Local Plan.
A considerable body of evidence has been sourced and collated during the production of the Plan
and its predecessor the Parish Plan. This evidence and records of all the community engagement
events held during the preparation of the plan and summarised in section 4 can be viewed on the
Ogwell Parish website.
At the early stages of the Neighbourhood planning process the steering group through facilitated
workshops and events developed and subsequently adopted the following Vision Statement for the
Ogwell Neighbourhood Plan:
‘To

maintain the environmental and cultural
heritage of our diverse parish while promoting
planning and practical initiatives to support the
sustainability of our village(s) and the wellbeing
of its community’
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Pre-referendum introduction and questions
This is the first formal issue of the Neighbourhood Plan for Ogwell. It is issued to the community as a
pre-submission draft. Ogwell Parish Council as the qualifying body for the Plan must publicise the
draft neighbourhood plan for at least six weeks and consult any of the consultation bodies whose
interests it considers may be affected by the draft plan or order proposal in accordance with
regulation 14 and 21 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 The bodies to be
consulted are set out in Schedule 1 of the to the Regulations they include Natural England, the
Environment Agency, English Heritage, Teignbridge District Council, Newton Abbot Town Council
neighbouring parish councils, significant land owners affected by the plan and local community
organisations.
Key questions to be asked at this stage of the process are;
Do you agree with the contents of the plan, if not why?
Do you have specific comments on the proposals and policies?
Does the plan conflict with any other local or strategic policies for the area?
Propose any amendments to the policies and proposals for consideration by the Steering
Group.
2.

Why we need a Neighbourhood Plan

What is a Neighbourhood Plan?
A Neighbourhood Plan (officially called a Neighbourhood Development Plan) is a new way of helping
local communities like Ogwell Parish to guide and influence the future development and growth of
the area in which they live and work.
A Neighbourhood Development Plan can....
Develop a shared vision for our neighbourhood;
Choose where new homes, shops, businesses and other development should be built;
Identify and protect important local green spaces;
Influence what new buildings should look like;
Promote more development than is set out in the Teignbridge Local Plan.
A Neighbourhood Development Plan cannot...
Conflict with the strategic policies in the Local Plan prepared by Teignbridge District Council;
Be used to prevent development that is included in the Local Plan;
Be prepared by a body other than a parish or town council or a neighbourhood forum.
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The Ogwell Neighbourhood Development Plan will be subject to independent examination and a
successful local referendum before it can form part of the Development Plan for the Teignbridge
area (The Local Plan). This statutory status gives a Neighbourhood Development Plan far more
weight than some other community planning documents, such as parish plans, community plans and
village design statements. As a formal planning document it can be used in determining planning
applications.
3.

How the plan was prepared and who has been engaged in the process.

The idea to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan for Ogwell was first put forward by the Parish Council in
September 2013. With support from the community a steering group was formed and a series of
engagement events were planned to identify the issues, consider proposals and policies to be
incorporated in the plan. This plan has only been possible with considerable volunteer support, with
over 40 local residents participating in internet based information and file sharing exchanges
(Basecamp). Since October 2015 this volunteer effort has been supplemented by a consultant
employed with support from Locality, to help finalise the plan.
Ogwell Parish Plan
The desire to produce a community led plan for Ogwell is not new. This Neighbourhood Plan builds
on the success of the Ogwell Action Group formed in 2006, their Action Plan and the subsequent
Parish Plan published in 2008.
Through engagement with the local community the Parish Plan identified a number of issues and
proposed projects to address them. The categories covered:
Traffic Calming
Footpaths and cycleways
Children and Youth
Community Services
Community Safety
Leisure and Recreation
Environment
Communications
Many of the quick wins identified were addressed however others which had more significant
delivery and infrastructure issues remain outstanding. These include:
A safe lit pathway across Canada Hill
A network of footpath and cycle routes
More activities and facilities for young people
Better play areas and facilities for all age groups
A farm shop
Post office (mobile or permanent)
6

More allotments
More community activities and facilities for these.
Improved and accessible environment within the villages and the countryside
Better car parking at community venues
GP Surgery or facility for CAB and health professionals.
Considerable evidence and research was collated in the preparation of the Parish Plan.

Extract from data from the Parish Plan 2008 analysis
1

Neighbourhood Plan preparation
At an open meeting in September 2013 organised by the Parish Council attended by 57 members of
the community 86% of the attendees decided to proceed with a Parish Plan and form a Steering
Group. Six themes were identified:
Well Being- more community facilities
Environment- to be protected and enhanced
Paths- Link old and new and extensions of these
Housing- more control on development
Highways-address congestion and control.
1

Ogwell Parish Plan Analysis 2008
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Employment-shops, offices catering for the 30% self employed
A stall at Ogwell Fair in June 2014, an open workshop in September 2014 and an exercise involving
180 key Stage 2 students of the local primary school further refined these themes.
A vision statement emerged from the workshops and a final version was adopted by the steering
group in January 2015. The following time line summarises the engagement process, the events and
decision points:

Community Engagement Time line
Date
Event
Sept 2013
Neighbourhood Plan Launch

June 2014
Nov 2014
Sept 2014
June 2015
June 2015
September 2015

October 2015
November 2015
November 2015
December 2015

Actions and decisions
Agreed to proceed with the Plan and establish
a steering group. A questionnaire issued to all
attendees (total 57)
Consultation event; stall at Exhibition and discussions covering the key
the Summer Fair
themes
Engagement with Canada Hill 180 children in key stage 2 questioned on what
School
they would like to see in Ogwell
Open workshop
Discussion and review of the Vision and
Objectives
Community
Consultation Possible projects and implications
event Canada Hill School
Ogwell Summer Fair
Presentation and discussion on the project
options
Consultative Document
Delivered to all households in the
Neighbourhood Plan area. It covered draft
themes, and project options inviting
completion of a questionnaire and other
feedback. 200 responses received.
Consultant appointed
Peter Sandover to assist in the preparation of
the NP Document
Community Facilities Audit
Public meeting Canada Hill Feedback from the questionnaire and an open
School
forum with the consultant
Christmas Fair Canada Hill Discussing emerging projects and engaging
School
parents and students in the process

The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group has met monthly since the launch of the process. The
venues are rotated around the parish and every third meeting is held at the Canada Hill Primary
School. All steering groups are widely promoted through the Parish Magazine and notice boards. All
members of the community are invited and encouraged to participate. There are also monthly
updates on progress and issues in the Parish magazine and website.
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All events listed were recorded and minutes are provided in the evidence base for this plan. The key
themes raised by the community during the engagement process that have informed this document
are:
Well Being
The need to expand and improve the existing pre-school facility located within the Memorial
Hall (in East Ogwell) The current accommodation cannot meet demand for additional places
or longer opening hours , and has limited parking and external play space.
A meeting space for older children / youths and space for a youth club/ groups
There are limited sports pitches in the parish (at Luxton Rd and the Primary School) An
additional local sports pitch is required to supplement this for school and community use.
In the absence of a local health centre a community hub is needed where visiting service
providers, (such as CAB, library and Housing) and health care specialists can meet the
community.
A community or local shop
Environment
More access to the open space surrounding the settlements, this includes areas set aside for
allotments, orchards and composting facilities;
Improved access to the countryside for recreation;
A recognition that more should be done to protect the local environment from interventions
including development and quarrying;
A better understanding of the local countryside, its landscape, wildlife and biodiversity value.
Investigating the countryside’s capacity to generate renewable energy and provide better
recreational access.
Highways, transport, paths and connections
Safe and practical walking route from the old village of East Ogwell to the primary school and
newer housing developments to the East over Canada Hill;
A link by footpath and cycleway to Newton Abbot;
Safe well maintained circular footpaths and cycle routes into the countryside;
Traffic management where Ogwell Road narrows at Canada Hill;
Removal of speed bumps on Ogwell Road;
20mph zones on Ogwell Road (Canada Hill and East Ogwell Village);
A bus shelter.
Housing
In recognition of the large numbers of homes built in the parish in recent years to limit future
housing development to small infill sites responding to local need and gaps in provision.
9

Employment
Small employment units within the Parish;
Shared facilities for people home working;
Re-establish links with Channings Wood Prison.
Character and Design
A design code to control and inform future infill housing and any other development.
As part of the questionnaire issued to the community in September 2015 2a series of proposals and
site options were presented. There were 200 responses these gave a very strong steer to the
direction of the locations and content of emerging proposals and policies:
Strong support for a new pre-school, sports pitch and community hub at Luxton Road
Support for a new safe footpath linking the communities along Canada Hill South and North
and a more comprehensive network of walking and cycling routes throughout the Parish.
Opposition to infill housing on all sites identified (Canada Hill South, North, Undercleave and
Mill Lane).
Limited support for allotments
Limited support for a bus shelter at Pond Meadow
Resistance to any development on the Undercleave and Mill Lane
The responses indicated that the community wished to keep the sites on the edge of settlements
green and undeveloped and if any housing development was to be supported other infill sites must
be found.
The themes and the objectives of the Plan have been taken directly from the views and wishes
expressed by the community. The policies and proposals of the Plan have been developed with the
steering group; they support and help deliver these themes and objectives. To help refine the
policies further one on to consultation has been carried out with land owners, officers of Channings
Wood Prison, Teign Housing and Teignbridge District Council.
Diversity and equality

Care has been taken throughout the process to engage as many members of the community
as possible; these include residents, landowners, school children, businesses and special
interest groups. The Steering Group has endeavored not to discriminate on grounds of Race,
Gender, and Disability or on any other grounds. All venues for events and steering groups
were fully accessible.

2

Ogwell Neighbourhood Plan Consultation Document September 2015
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4.

Ogwell Plan, it’s role in the district, key facts and issues to face.

Ogwell Parish
Ogwell Parish is predominantly a residential community conveniently located mid way between the
South Devon Coast and the Dartmoor National Park. It is close to the market town of Newton
Abbot. The parish comprise three settlements; West Ogwell, East Ogwell and Canada Hill. The latter
is a connected urban extension of Newton Abbot whereas East and West Ogwell are more separate
and rural in character.
Topography
The three settlements are separated by a distinctive landscape and topography. Canada Hill rising
some 100m separates the original village of East Ogwell from the centre of population and location
of the primary school to the East of the hill. Ogwell Road linking the two areas is narrow and is
without a footpath. The lack of a footpath makes it impossible and dangerous for residents and
schoolchildren to access either side of the hill by foot. This results in the need for a school bus to
travel short distances of less than a kilometre across the hill and those travelling to East Ogwell for
the church, pub or Memorial Hall depend on the private car. In addition the rural settlements of
West Ogwell and the surrounding dispersed homes and farms are almost 2 kilometres from East
Ogwell and further to Canada Hill. The lack of safe walkable routes and dependence on the private
car are issues addressed in this plan.
History
East Ogwell dates back to the 5th or 6th Century 3when a small agricultural community was
established, it was typical of a small Devon Village with a manor house, church and scattering of
small farms. St. Bartholomew’s Church (Grade 1 Listed) and the adjoining Manor House continues to
be the focus of the village and with groups of cottages forms an important part of the historic core.
West Ogwell is later in origin with the church dating back to the 13th Century and the Manor House
of 16th to 18th Centuries.4
The settlement boundaries are informed by pre-historic field patterns particularly around the village
green of East Ogwell where evidence of field banks and circular earthworks remain.
It is recorded that in 1595 much of the village was destroyed by fire5 but it recovered and by 1868
was a thriving community and although depending predominantly on agriculture the area also had a
mill, several limestone quarries as well as ones for iron, manganese and marble.

3

East Ogwell Conservation Area Appraisal
The Buildings of England South Devon Nikolaus Pevsner
5
Ogwell Parish Plan 2008
4
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Significant growth to the East and North of East Ogwell did not come to the area until 1960s and 70s
mirroring the growth of Newton Abbot and South Devon and this has continued through the 80s and
90s until recently. The Development East of Canada Hill has merged part of the Parish with Newton
Abbot.
Channings Wood Prison is located within the parish to the South of West Ogwell. It is a Category C
training prison, which was built on the site of a Ministry of Defence base and opened in July 1974.
Further accommodation was added in 1991, 2004 and 2007. The prison houses offenders serving a
wide range of sentence lengths and has an operational capacity 731 inmates.7 Consultations have
been carried out with officers of the re-settlement unit and the Chaplaincy to explore more
opportunities to engage the prison in community activities.
Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013 to 2033
Ogwell is defined as a village in the Local Plan, “having close access to a shop, public house, village
hall, school and daily public transport services.” (Policy S21 Villages)
It states that villages such as Ogwell “will be appropriate locations for limited development which
meets their social and economic needs, protects their rural character and is consistent with the
need to minimise travel. Emphasis will be on the provision of affordable housing, employment,
services, facilities, environmental enhancements and to small scale development brought forward
through Neighbourhood Plans.”
It goes on to state: “The plan focuses development on the urban areas as the most sustainable
locations for new residents and workers. Therefore there are no specific proposals in this plan for
the villages. Instead, subject to retaining local services, small scale proposals which meet local
needs and conform with the policy should continue to come forward.” (2.51)
Currently Teignbridge do not identify the need for any more affordable housing in Ogwell. The
Teignbridge Local Plan allocates other areas for growth in the District and around Newton Abbot.
6
7

A Vision of Britain
HM Prison Service
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Local Plan Policy NA3 for nearby Wolborough has a particular bearing on the future on Ogwell
Parish.8
East Ogwell Conservation Area
The Conservation Area Character Statement for East Ogwell was produced in 2000. A Character
Appraisal was adopted by Teignbridge DC and consequently its contents are a material consideration
for any planning application which affects the conservation area or its setting. A review of this
Character Appraisal was undertaken in September 2009, when its effectiveness was considered and
necessary amendments made. The latest Appraisal was approved on 22nd March 2010.
Number of listed buildings: Grade I =1, Grade II* = 0, Grade II =11.
Size of conservation area: 5.5 hectares

East Ogwell Conservation Area
9

8
9

th

Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033 Adopted 6 May 2014
The Conservation Area Character Statement for East Ogwell 2000
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Demographics
The total population of the Parish is 2896 (census 2011) compared to 2753 in 2001. The Index of
Multiple Deprivation (IMD) rank is 2370 out of 12,660 (where 1 is the least deprived parish). The
majority of homes and population live in East Ogwell and Canada Hill with some 2000 people and
950 homes, of which 150 homes are located in the old village of East Ogwell. A further 200 people
live in West Ogwell and the rural areas to the West of the Parish in 100 homes. The following table
compares the parish with others in the Exeter Diocese and the country.
The population is fairly stable however there appears from the comparison of 2011 to 2001 that the
number of older residents is increasing particularly in the 45 to 64 group. This would suggest that
the Plan must allow for and address the needs of an ageing population.

10

10

Census 2001 and 2011 ONS
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A Green Neighbourhood
The settlements of Ogwell are bounded by a dramatic natural landscape of rolling hills and water
courses or Green and Blue Infrastructure. The Northern parish boundary is primarily the Lemon
River, to the West opens out to a rural landscape and Ashburton beyond, to the South are the
villages of Denbury and Ipplepen , to the East and North East are Newton Abbot, the village of
Wolborough and the Totnes Road A381. Densely wooded hills of Emblett Hill and West Hill rise
Southwards from the River Lemon to the settlements, with the Undercleave , Oxenham ‘s Wood and
Conitor Copse helping define them. Each settlement is separated by woodland and large tracts of
active farm land. Many of the natural features have a statutory designation, must be conserved and
a constraint to any future change.
The river lemon valley woods are a designated Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) notified under
the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981.’This site presents an extensive example of ancient seminatural woodland developed almost wholly on limestone and calcareous soils, a habitat rare in
11

The Church Urban Fund
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Devon. Two disused limestone quarries, Chercombe and Broadridge, show important exposures of
the Devonian limestones and have yielded a wealth of fossils. The site lies between 15 and 70m
altitude in the valley of the River Lemon, which flows west to east, cutting a steep-sided valley.
Soils of the valley sides are thin, clayey, calcareous earths, and in the valley bottom drainage is
restricted.’12
Ransley Quarry adjacent to Ogwell quarry is also a SSSI and a key geological site in South Devon.
‘Ransley Quarry exposes the upper levels of the East Ogwell Limestone (Givetian-Frasnian) which
comprises a bioherm (‘reef’) of massive limestone draped with shales and shaley limestones. This
has yielded a rich and varied fauna. The lithologies associated with this biohermal development at
Ransley (forming part of the local East Hill succession) differ from the other East Ogwell Limestone
exposures. This site exposes the best example of a Frasnian bioherm known in Britain.’13

Ransley Quarry

Conitor Copse on the Eastern Boundary of the Parish is a County Wildlife Site of broadleaved
woodland and interesting flora in a disused quarry. This is not a statutory designation like SSSIs, and
does not have any legal status.
A review of the South Hams SAC - Greater Horseshoe Bat consultation zone Planning Guidance14
indicates that the Parish is crossed by a strategic flyway, see figure below. These routes are used by
bats to link key SAC roosts and foraging areas. This strategic flyway could be used by greater
horseshoes moving to and from Conitor Cave or any other hibernation sites in the area. There are no
proposals in this Plan that materially affect this designation or require any necessary conservation
measures. In fact the proposal for a Strategic Open Break (Policy E02) will help the protection of the
habitat.
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Natural England 1981
Natural England 1984
14
Natural England 2010
13
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Figure 2 Natural and historic features and constraints within the Parish

The Habitats Directive and Wildlife Sites.
The Habitats Directive16 requires ‘’competent authorities (e.g.Teignbridge District Council) to decide
whether or not a plan or project can proceed having undertaken the following appropriate
assessment requirements to:
Determine whether a plan or project may have a significant effect on a European site17;
If required, undertake an appropriate assessment of the plan or project ;
Decide whether there may be an adverse effect on the integrity of the European site in light
of the appropriate assessment.’’
A report was prepared for the parish by the Devon Biodiversity Records Centre18this is included in
the evidence base. The key recommendations and principles to protect wildlife and geology in the
Neighbourhood Plan include:
15

Parish Online, Natural England and Heritage England
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010
17
European sites include: special areas of conservation (SACs), special protection areas (SPAs), sites of
Community importance (SCIs), and candidate SACs
18
A wildlife site resource map and species record for Ogwell Parish February 2016
16
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‘’Avoid both statutory and
non-statutory
designated
sites;
Avoid non-designated areas
which contain large or linked
areas of semi-natural habitat;
Consider
the
potential
protected species implications
of sites before finalising plans;
Where sites contain patches
of semi-natural habitat make
sure these can be retained
and ideally linked together as
part of the intended end land
use;
Ensure there is potential to
retain, restore and re-create
habitat linkages such as
hedges
as
part
of
developments;
Look
for
enhancement
opportunities
to
create,
expand, buffer and link seminatural habitats on-site;
Figure 3
Consider the potential for
creating new semi-natural habitat Mapping of Statutory ands Non-Statutory Wildlife sites
off-site if opportunities on-site are
limited, this is known as ‘biodiversity offsetting’. It may be possible to pool contributions
from several developments.’’
These recommendations have been considered in the Plan. Our preliminary opinion in the absence
of a Habitats Directive Assessment is that the proposals and policies within the plan will not have a
significant or adverse affect on the habitats of the Parish. In fact the habitats are likely to be
safeguarded by the policies and proposals. Certain policies have been included in the plan to
safeguard the South Hams SAC. Any proposals that are found to have an impact on a European site
such as a SAC will be subject to further assessment to prevent any adverse impact.
Renewable Energy
This plan supports Teignbridge Council’s Local Plan Policy S7 to reduce carbon emissions. Through
the consultation process the community have expressed interest in investigating more sources of
renewable energy in the countryside that could benefit the Parish. There is potential in Ogwell to
generate more power from renewable energy sources; in the past mills extracted power from water
courses. More recently small scale wind, solar, wood and biomass schemes have helped supply
energy in the area. There is already a solar farm; a 13 MW array was built at Rydon Farm, Two Mile
19

Oak in 2014. With changes in legislation and funding incentives there is unlikely to be similar interest
on this scale in the near future. However there has been a surge of interest in community energy in
the South West. DECC launched its Community Energy Strategy in January 2014 and updated this in
2015. 19The SW Devon Community Energy Partnership (SWDCEP) commissioned a strategic energy
study in May 2013, which has been adopted by the SW local authorities including Teignbridge and is
a valuable evidence base.

Solar Array at Rydon Farm

There are no proposals in this plan for community renewable energy installations however
opportunities which the community may consider include:
Biomass; coppicing local woodland and hedgerows and establishing a local wood fuel hub.
Hydro; power generation from watercourses.
Small scale wind; linked to and supplying residences and farms.
Solar; ground or roof mounted especially on agricultural buildings.
Energy efficiency; encouraging local homes, businesses and community facilities to be as
energy efficient as possible.
This plan considers that the green infrastructure network across the Parish and proposed Strategic
Open Break (Policy E02) are suitable locations for renewable energy installations. This approach is
supported in the Teign Green Network 2014.20
Minerals
Devon County Council (DCC) is the Minerals and Waste Planning Authority and makes decisions on
mineral and waste development. Neighbourhood plans cannot include policies that cover minerals
and waste development; however within the Draft Devon Minerals Plan 2011 to 2033 Mineral
Safeguarding Areas are identified within the Parish. Limestone deposits are identified as part of the
19
20

DECC Community Energy Strategy update March 2015.
Teign Green Network Jan 2014 Section 4 Power to the people-increasing local power generation.
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Ogwell Formations. DCC will be consulted as part of the Neighbourhood Plan process to determine
if any future mineral extraction is planned for this area that would affect the proposals and policies
of this Plan. The inclusion of land within a Mineral Safeguarding Area carries no presumption that
mineral development would be acceptable or that planning permission would be forthcoming for
extraction of the underlying mineral resource. The intention is that, in the event of a future need for
a particular mineral, DCC would be able to consider all options rather than choice being constrained
by the sterilisation of some areas by other forms of development.

Draft Devon Minerals Plan showing mineral Safeguarding Areas in amber.
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Canada Hill Primary School
The original school for the parish was opened in 1853 in what is now the Memorial Hall in East
Ogwell. It was closed in 1957 with students dispersed to other schools. To cope with the local
increase in population a new school was built in 1991 on farm land from Canada Hill Farm. The
school was initially planned to accommodate 200 students however with additional classrooms the
school now has a role of 324 children. ???% comes from the parish.

21

Draft Devon Minerals Plan 2011 to 2033 Pre-submission Consultation August 2015.
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Employment
In Ogwell and the ward of Ambrook which it forms part there is a higher percentage of people who
work from home compared to other areas (Ambrook 15%, Teignbridge 13% South West 11% and UK
9%) and fewer travel less that 2km to their work place. The majority of people living in the parish
travel between 5km and 10km to their work place. An audit of existing businesses included in the
Evidence Base identifies over 60 businesses operating from the parish.

22

20 years at Canada Hill School 2012
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5.

Objectives and Policies

As explained in section 4 the vision, themes, and objectives of the Plan have been derived through
the consultation process then developed and refined by the Steering Group. Set out below are the 5
guiding objectives and the formal policies supporting them. There are also three cross-cutting
themes that apply to all the objectives and policies of the Plan that the Plan is:
Sustainable , reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development outlined in the
National Planning Policy Framework and TDC policies S1A and the criteria set in Policy S1;
Deliverable; where funding sources can be identified for projects to be delivered within the
Plan period;
and
Coordinates with the strategic policies of the Teignbridge Local Plan.

Objective 1; Improve and promote the Well-Being of the local community.
More community facilities and a purpose built Pre-school.
Sports Pitches, young people meeting area
Local shop
In the context of this Plan well-being refers to the diverse and interconnected qualities of physical,
mental, and social well-being that extend beyond the traditional definition of health. It includes
choices and activities aimed at ‘achieving physical vitality, mental alacrity, social satisfaction, a sense
of accomplishment, and personal fulfilment.’23
23

Huseyin Naci; John P. A. Ioannidis, (June 11, 2015). "Evaluation of Wellness Determinants and Interventions
by Citizen Scientists".
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The parish is poorly served by community facilities for all age groups. Lack of indoor and outdoor
facilities compromises the local community’s ability to promote healthier lifestyles and well-being.
The need for more community facilities is supported by a community facility and open space audit
indicating that existing facilities are under provided or non existent. A purpose built Pre-School sited
closer to the catchment population would free up space and availability at the Memorial Hall to
support the needs of the ageing population illustrated in section 4.
Despite a population of almost 3000 the parish now lacks a local shop. As well as a convenience
store the facility would provide a valuable meeting point and place to exchange local information.
Well-Being Policies
WB01
The plan supports the provision of additional community facilities to serve the existing and future
population. These include a new pre-school, sports pitch, facilities for young people and local play
areas. These facilities may be located with the Strategic Open Break (Policy E02)
WB02
A site for a local shop shall be permitted within the plan area. This can be in the form of a small
convenience store, post office or farm shop. The employment policy to allow the conversion of
redundant agricultural units to other uses shall also apply to a local shop.

Objective 2; Conserve and promote access to the natural Environment
Protecting the rural character of Ogwell.
A Strategic Open Break
Promote Green Infrastructure (GI)
Active and passive open space,
The plan supports protection the rural character of Ogwell, the integrity of the three settlements
comprising Ogwell and easier access of the community to active and passive open space. The Local
Plan Policy WE11 to maintain and expand a comprehensive green infrastructure network is
supported and developed by the plan.
The various settlements of Ogwell Parish are close together and risk coalescence. In the past there
has been pressure to develop within the gaps. This plan considers that these gaps are important to
the open character of the Parish, local views, landscape setting and maintain a high environmental
quality. To safeguard these features and prevent coalescence a Strategic Open Break is proposed
around East Ogwell. Where a gap between settlements is already covered by a protective policy such
as a SSSI it appears unnecessary to define these as strategic gaps as well. As part of the Teignbridge
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Local Plan proposals for Wolborough Policy NA3 Strategic Open Breaks (EN1) are planned to
maintain a physical separation with Newton Abbot and individual neighbourhoods. Development
within the open breaks will be limited to those that promote well-being and prevent harm to
settlements in their wider landscape setting, or loss of environmental or historical assets that
individually or collectively contribute to the local identity. This plan supports this policy and
proposes its extension across Ogwell Parish as outlined in Figures 4 and 6.
This plan promotes the National Planning Policy Framework definition of Green Infrastructure as: ‘A
network of multi-functional green space, urban and rural, which is capable of delivering a wide range
of environmental and quality of life benefits for local communities.’ (NPPF 2012)
Provision of new accessible green spaces should be prioritised to address access, health and
wellbeing inequalities. Teignbridge Council recommends that investment should be focused within
their Green Way Network corridors to achieve the greatest range of benefits .The parish falls within
local corridors of the network as well as a woodland restoration zone and flyways for the Greater
Horseshoe Bat.24
Facilities within the Green Infrastructure should respond to local needs, including the health and
well-being priorities as set out in the Teignbridge Locality Public Health Plan. 25
Environment Policies
E01
This plan will not permit any development that results in the loss of any existing or new open spaces
or compromises the rural character, appearance, and setting of the existing settlements of Ogwell
Parish.
E02
The strategic open break (Local Plan Policy EN1) planned in the Teignbridge Local Plan for the new
settlement of Wolborough (NA3) should be extended Westwards to protect and surround the
existing settlements of Ogwell Parish. The proposed extent of the Strategic Open Break is indicated
in figures 3 and 5.
E03
Access to the countryside shall be actively encouraged by promoting public access to features within
the natural environment, such as the River Lemon and the open countryside.
E04

24
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Teign Green Network, Heart of Teignbridge July 2015.
Teignbridge DC, Public Health Devon, Devon CC 2013/14.
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The plan promotes the provision of new accessible green spaces; these should be prioritised to
facilitate easier access and address health and wellbeing inequalities. Such facilities for active
recreation such as sports pitches, passive recreation, e.g. footpaths and that promoting local food
production such as allotments, orchards and composting schemes, may be located within the
Strategic Open Break (Policy E02)
E05
No loss of amenity or access to existing open spaces will be permitted.
E06
Much of the parish lies within Teignbridge DC’s GI policy (WE 11 and HT30) of Green Way Network
corridors radiating from Newton Abbot. The Neighbourhood Plan reinforces this policy and should
therefore attract and be the focus of investment.
E07
Facilities within the GI surrounding the Ogwell settlements and the Strategic Open Break must
respond to local needs these include those to generate renewable energy if supported by the
community.
E08
The Neighbourhood Plan will not affect the South Hams Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) within
the Parish.

Sustainable transport, paths and connections
Effective links between rural areas, villages and Newton Abbot.
Safe walking route between East Ogwell and Canada Hill Primary School
Improved public transport
This Plan promotes improvements in connectivity and accessibility within the Parish and to Newton
Abbot. Through an expanded and more comprehensive network of walking and cycling routes this
plan promotes more sustainable modes of transport and less dependence on the private car.
Where existing footpaths exists this Plan recommends their connection with the new routes and
improvements such as better drainage, surfacing styles and bridges.
Where new routes follow existing roads and lanes they shall be signed as safe walking routes and in
urban areas there is a separate pavement. The plan sets out to connect to routes in adjacent
parishes and neighbourhoods.
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Improved public transport is promoted through amore frequent service, attractive bus shelters and
easily accessible bus routes connecting the three settlements of the Parish with other village
centres, Newton Abbot, the rail station and employment areas.
Transport, Paths and Connections Policies
TP 01
The Neighbourhood Plan supports the promotion of more safe sustainable transport choices in the
Parish and the aspirational primary and secondary walking and cycles routes of the Local Plan.
TP02
It is accepted that use of the private car will remain the first choice of transport to many however;
public transport, cycling and walking are promoted as alternative transport modes to reduce the
dependence on the private car.
TP03
That a network of safe path and cycle ways are planned that link East and West Ogwell and Canada
Hill to Newton Abbot .All villages surrounding the Parish and the residential developments on the
edge of the town are connected to the network. Any new development must also be connected to
this network.
The proposed movement routes will have no adverse effect on the integrity of the South Hams SAC
within the Parish.

Controls on future Housing and Homes responding to local needs.
Development in the parish limited to respond to local needs only.
Promote Infill housing
Address gaps in provision.
The impact of the new settlement at Wolborough
There has been considerable housing development in the Parish between 1960s until 2010
particularly around Canada Hill. This development has encroached onto the countryside and has put
pressure on the infrastructure of the parish without any significant improvements. Strategic growth
in the area will be met by the new settlement at Wolborough included in the Teignbridge Local Plan
(Policy NA3). Therefore this plan does not promote a noticeable increase in housing. This is in line
with TDC Local Plan Policy S 21- Villages. This plan does support ‘A Housing Strategy for Teignbridge’.
‘People are growing old in Teignbridge, so we need to consider the housing needs of this
demographic in the design and delivery of accommodation. We also need to consider how we
work more closely with partners and volunteers in the social care and health services. We must
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also think about the provision of housing options to meet the needs of local young people, and
provide decent accommodation to attract, and keep, younger working households to balance the
local community’.26
Ogwell proposes limited development which meets the social and economic needs of the Parish, and
protects the settlement’s rural character and is able to minimise travel. Consultation with
Teignbridge Council and Teign Housing would indicate that provision of affordable housing, self
build, homes for the elderly and down sizing would take priority.
Housing and Homes Policies
H01
Any new housing in the plan area should be located in small infill sites that do not extend the
Settlement Limit defined in the Local Plan or impinge on the Open Countryside. New provision must
address existing deficiencies in supply such as self build (LP Policy WE7), affordable homes , extra
care, sheltered, retirement dwellings for the elderly, or live work. Other types of housing are
strongly discouraged.
H02
The new settlement of Wolborough (Local Plan Policy NA3) will have a social, economic and
environmental impact on Ogwell Parish. As such a portion of any Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) raised from development at Wolborough will be used to help deliver projects within this
Neighbourhood Plan. Any other projects identified as a priority by the Parish Council as a result of
impacts placed on it by the Wolborough Development shall also attract CIL funding.

Promote rural Employment
Rural employment and home working
New business units
Conversion of redundant agricultural buildings to employment use.
Collaboration with Channings Wood Prison
The Plan supports Local Plan Policy EC4 (Working from Home). This policy supports business startups, home-working and small scale employment in residential and rural areas; it is acceptable in
principle to use part of a dwelling for an employment generating use subject to no detrimental
effect to the amenity, parking problems or traffic generation in the area.
To accommodate a growth in local employment space this Plan promotes the opportunities within
the Parish for diversification of existing and redundant agricultural buildings for other commercial
26
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uses where there is no longer an agricultural need. Currently, such buildings require planning
permission for any change of use.
It is proposed that the changes of use of buildings from agriculture that would be permitted would
be to other relatively low impact business uses (e.g. workshops, offices, storage, food processing,
cafes, and leisure). They would provide opportunities for other rural business to expand and grow in
these existing premises.
This proposal is in line with DCLG’s Consultation Paper 2011 ‘New opportunities for sustainable
development and growth through the reuse of existing buildings’
Employment Policies
EM 01
The plan supports TDC Local Plan policy EC4 promoting ‘Working from Home ‘and small scale
employment in residential and rural areas. It also supports Local Plan Policy EC3 (Rural
Diversification of Employment).
EM02
To support existing businesses and new start-ups a small business hub is proposed. New
employment land will be very limited in the Parish. To assist in the delivery of the above policy for
new employment space this Plan supports the conversion of redundant agricultural buildings to
workshops, offices, storage, food processing, cafes, and leisure.
EM03
In collaboration with Channings Wood Prison outreach projects shall be identified to aid
resettlement of ex offenders and promote rural employment. These may include landscape
maintenance and ground works.

Respect the local Character and promote Design Quality
Design code and principles
Policies to consider in the whole parish
The Plan supports a set of guidance for all developers and their agents planning new development in
Ogwell of whatever scale. Guidance should also apply to upgrading existing stock, public spaces and
any other changes in the area. Teignbridge Council’s emerging design guide will be a material
consideration in the area. However, Ogwell Parish is a distinct area with its own history and rural
character requiring an extra layer of guidance. It is a fundamental requirement for all designs that
this local character is not lost. Any new development activity must appreciate and build upon this
distinctiveness drawn from the place and its rural location. The community encourages a
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collaborative approach to design on all future development. An approach engaging the community
in a timely and proactive manner should be taken to both the planning and detailed design stages of
each site.
Character and Design Quality Policies
C01
Any new development in Ogwell must demonstrate good quality design. All project proposals must:
a.
b.

Respond to and integrate with the local built surroundings, landscape context and setting;
In East Ogwell respect the guidance included in the East Ogwell Conservation Area Appraisal
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c.

Respect the scale and character of existing and surrounding buildings, notably the heritage
assets as outlined in Local Plan Policy EN5;
Use good quality materials that complement the existing palette of materials used within

d.
Ogwell;
e.
Adopt the principles of sustainable design;
f.
Help reduce carbon emissions in their design;
g.
Meet the requirements of ‘Secure by Design ‘ to minimise the likelihood and fear of crime;
h.
Reduce the dependence on the private car by supporting and connecting directly to other
more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport.
i.
Respect the emerging Teignbridge Design Guide.
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The Conservation Area Character Statement for East Ogwell Teignbridge DC 2000
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6.

Proposals and site allocations.

This section describes and illustrates the proposals arising from and supported by the Community
Engagement process. These proposals deliver against the policies in the previous section.
The proposals comprise;
TPP 01; a network of safe path and cycle ways
a) A dedicated footpath and cycleway between East Ogwell and Canada Hill
b) A network across the whole parish linking to adjacent parishes and to existing footpath
networks.
The network is illustrated in Figure 4
TPP02; a community Bus Shelter at Sunny Hollow East Ogwell
A community bus shelter is proposed in the centre of East Ogwell adjacent to the church, public
house and tennis courts. The dedicated footpath and cycleway will run past the shelter. Landscape
treatments around the shelter and information signage shall make it an attractive environment to
wait for buses.
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The proposal is illustrated in Figure 5
EP01; A Strategic Open Break around the village of East Ogwell
The Ogwell Strategic Open Break (OSOB) connects to the River lemon valley woods SSSI in the North
and the Conitor Copse County Wildlife Site in the East. The OSOB is therefore contiguous with the
Strategic Open Break for the New Settlement at Walborough. In addition the OSOB accommodates
and thus safeguards much of the Greater Horseshoe Bat Strategic Flyway through the Parish.
The location of the OSOB is illustrated in Figures 4 and 6.
WBP 01; a Pre-School facility and Community hub at Luxton Road Play Area
The hub comprises:
a) An upgraded play area and all weather multi-use games area
b) A purpose built pre-school facility
c) A meeting room and community hub
The location of the hub is illustrated in Figure 7
P01 Development Proposals for Canada Hill
Development of this site is the subject of further consultation with the land owner and the
community. Subject to their agreement proposals may comprise:
a) Housing, addressing the local needs outlined in policy H01
b) Community facilities, addressing in part policies WB01 and WB02.This would be appropriate
if community facilities do not form part of proposal WBP 01.
The location of the development is illustrated in figure 8
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Figure 4 Proposed Footpath and cycleway network
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Figure 5

Sunny Hollow East Ogwell Community bus shelter

Figure 6

Proposed Strategic Open Break for Ogwell
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Figure 7

Proposed Luxton Road Pre-School Facility and Community Hub.

Figure 8

Proposed development site Canada Hill
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7.

A sustainable Parish and delivering the Plan

Sustainable Development
One of the fundamental factors underlying this Plan is that it contributes to making the Parish more
sustainable. This plans respect’s Government’s approach to sustainable development as set out in
the National Planning Policy Framework.
‘enabling growth to cater for the needs of current generations but ensuring that growth doesn’t
mean worse lives for future generations’ 28
Some of the features of this plan that make the Parish more sustainable are:
A high level of community engagement;
Mixed transport provision encouraging walking and cycling (Policies TP01,02 & 03) ;
More local employment provision and promotion of home working ( Policy EM01);
A range of new community facilities( Policies WB01&02);
Promotion of high quality design (Policy C01);
New housing that responds to local needs (Policy H01);
28

Locality Neighbourhood Plans Road Map Guide.
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Protection and enhancement of wildlife areas and measures to support biodiversity( Policy
E01 & 02);
Encouragement for the re-use and refurbishments of existing buildings (Policy EM02);
Conserving historic buildings and environments (Policies EM02,03,04,05 & 06);
Delivery
The Steering Group set up on behalf of Ogwell Parish Council to develop, champion and engage the
community on the Neighbourhood Plan will in due course either transfer the responsibilities for
delivering the Plan to the Parish Council or transform into a community-led body capable of coordinating actions and stimulating and supporting project initiatives identified by the Plan. Some
projects will simply be brought forward by private individuals and independent organisations
wishing to invest in site(s) However, many aspects of the Plan will be driven by public and
community investment and to obtain funding then bids may have to be prepared and submitted and
resources aggregated. Some land and/or assets may also need to be transferred into community
ownership.
The governance of specific projects or initiatives that are being enacted on behalf of the wider
community need to be carefully thought through.
For some actions it will be most efficient and practical if Teignbridge District Council or another
public agency takes the lead, but steering and management becomes key and should be shared to
ensure that proper co-ordination and ‘ownership’ of the outputs is achieved. The Parish Council will
plan to keep the ‘whole picture’ across Ogwell in focus. However, there are component parts that
will need to be explored in greater depth - and with a tighter group of participants that may have
particular interests. Possible subgroups could follow the policy themes:
Well Being
Environment
Transport Paths and Connections
Housing
Employment
These subsets will gradually be identified / established and be understood to have clear relationships
back to the Parish Council. These ‘task and finish’ groups will be provided with simple reporting and
governance/terms of reference structures that need to be established in order to ensure proper coordination. It is suggested that each might be chaired by a member of the Parish Council. In order
to be effective, these ‘task and finish’ groups will have the liberty to co-opt individuals such as
representatives of key external agencies. It is very important that such inclusion within the
governance, decision-making or delivery structures of these initiatives does not mean that
community representation is relegated to a minority stake.
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A very important Task and Finish group will be the one established, possibly as part of ‘Well Being’ to
pursue better provision for Young People in the Parish– naturally strong representation from young
people themselves will be essential.
A range of funding streams must be drawn on to help fund the interventions outlined and ultimately
agreed in the Plan. Many of the projects identified in the plan have been costed and budgets are
included in the Evidence Base. Over recent years proposals to link East Ogwell to Canada Hill by a
safe footpath have been discussed at length with officers of Devon County Council, reports and
preliminary costings are also included in the evidence base.
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8.

What happens next?

This version of document is in draft, it has been prepared for the Pre-Submission Consultation Stage
of the Neighbourhood Planning process. The plan in its current form is to be the subject of a 6 week
consultation period before it is submitted formally to Teignbridge District Council for independent
examination.
This version of the plan will be available for review by the community and other key stakeholders,
the minimum requirement for consultation includes;
Publication of the plan that brings it to the attention of people who live, work and run
businesses in the Parish;
Opportunities to view and make comments on the plan;
Arrangements to make comments on the plan, which must be for a minimum period of 6
weeks from the date it was first publicised;
Consultation with statutory consultation bodies whose interest may be affected by the Plan,
these include, Teignbridge District Council, Newton Abbot Town Council, Devon County
Council, the Environment Agency, Natural England and English Heritage.
We shall also consult all neighbouring parishes, significant landowners and local community
organisations, societies and trusts including the National Trust.
The plan shall be published on the Ogwell Parish Council website
http://ogwell.org/neighbourhood-plan/
and the Teignbridge Council website
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/places#NeighbourhoodAreaApplications#
Copies of the Plan and a summary shall be available for viewing at………………………????
All comments will be considered by the steering group and where possible and necessary
amendments will be made to the Plan. A report shall be prepared recording the comments and
explaining how the plan has been modified in response to the comments made.
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Appendices

I.
II.

Consultation statement (to follow)
Legal requirements and basic conditions statement (to follow)
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